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Abstrat| In this paper we propose a virtual drilling -

sulpturing algorithm applied on 3-D objets. The 3-D ob-

jets an either be simple geometrial shapes suh as ubes

and spheres or more ompliated objets as teeth. In the

seond ase, we onsider that we are provided with a sparse

set of parallel and equi-distant slies of the 3-D objet. With

that set of slies we reonstrut the 3-D objet using a vol-

umetri interpolation method. On the reated volumes, we

simulate the drilling ation as a 3-D erosion operation. The

proposed tehnique is applied for virtual drilling of teeth

onsidering various bur tools of di�erent shapes as erosion

elements. Furthermore, the algorithm has been extended as

a virtual sulpturing method that an be applied in many

3-D objets, simulating the ation of hisel tools.

Keywords: shape-based interpolation, drilling, virtual

sulpturing, simulation, user-friendliness

I. Introdution - Method desription

Virtual surgery using 3-D data visualization and hu-

man interation has lately attrated a lot of attention due

to its potential use in surgial intervention planning and

training [1℄. In that framework, a virtual dental drilling

environment was developed and it is proposed in this pa-

per. Drilling is applied on 3-D tooth images and is sim-

ulated by a set of suessive 3-D morphologial erosions.

This appliation an be used for training and eduational

purposes helping dental shool students and young dentists

to aquire the neessary drilling experiene, as well as for

testing purposes, i.e. simulating a drilling operation before

applying it, in real environment. Sine the appliation is

intended to people that might have limited familiarization

with omputers, user - friendliness was one of the prinipal

goals.

At the beginning of the appliation , a window ontaining

a 3-D volume, representing a tooth, appears on the sreen.

The user may selet between a spherial, a ylindrial or

a ylinder-onial dental burs, as those than an be seen

in Figure 1 and determine its radius and height, whether

it is neessary. A set of standardized bur tools with �xed

dimensions is also provided as a user - friendly interfae

servie.

Having seleted an appropriate tool, the user proeeds

with drilling operation. The 3-D tooth image may be ro-

tated, to ahieve a better perspetive view in order to selet

the point where drilling will be applied. Rotation is real-
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ized either by using the mouse or by entering the right

perspetive angle for more auray using the appropriate

edit dialog box that it is provided by the appliation. Then,

drilling is implemented by putting the ursor of the mouse

at the appropriate point of tooth's volume and liking the

mouse button. Drilling is simulated by a volumetri erosion

operator with a 3 - D morphologial struturing element.

The struturing element of the erosion operator has a

hangeable size whih is proportional, eah time, to the

dimensions of the used bur. Therefore, drilling e�ets

are generated by reating a hole in the size and shape of

the tool, at the ursor's loation. For the visualization of

drilling, eah time that the mouse is pressed in tooth's sur-

fae, volume rendering is applied loally onto the area of

the hole, where rotation means that the whole volume of

the tooth is rendered in order to view volume under the

new perspetive angle.

For improved visualization of the drilling e�ets

red/green or red/blue stereo images that an be viewed

with stereo glasses are generated. Stereo e�ets are pro-

dued by omposing two di�erent images, one from the red

and one from the blue or green anal, of an RGB type im-

age of the same 3-d objet slightly transposed one from

the other. The user an reall (undo) a previous opera-

tion or save the partial results of drilling in order to reall

them later either for demonstration reasons or ontinuing

drilling. For the saving purposes, the appropriate param-

eters, suh as view angles, dimensions of bur tool, drilling

point, that are needed, are maintained in a linked list data

struture.

For tooth volumes onstrution, tooth slies aquired by

mehanial sliing were used. These slies were digitized

and the tooth was segmented from its bakground. Auto-

mati or semi - automati alignment of the slies was then

performed. Usually the pixel size within a slie is di�er-

ent from the spaing between two adjaent slies. In suh

situations it is neessary to interpolate additional slies in

order to obtain an aurate volumetri desription of the

tooth. For that reason, we have devised a shape based

interpolation method using morphology morphing.

The drilling method that is proposed in this paper an

be also used in virtual sulpturing, simulating the whole

proess of the reation of a sulpture.

The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes

the interpolation algorithm, and the drilling simulation al-



gorithm is presented in Setion 3. Setion 4 outlines how

the drilling algorithm an be extended to a virtual sulp-

turing tool and Conlusions are drawn in Setion 5.

II. Shape based interpolation using morphology

morphing

Several interpolation methods exist in the literature

[2℄, [3℄, [4℄. Our approah relies on erosions and dilations for

morphing onseutive 2-D sets into one another. Let us as-

sume that we are provided with two aligned sets Xi, Xi+1

sharing at least one ommon point. Also, onsider Xi;m

an element (pixel in 2-D or voxel in 3-D) of Xi, where m

denotes an ordering number and X
i = E �Xi is the om-

plement (bakground) of the set Xi. Eah element Xi;m in

one set has a orresponding element with the same oordi-

nates in the other set either as a member ofXi+1;m 2 Xi+1,

or as a part of its bakground X
i+1;m 2 X

i+1.

Let us denote the elements loated on the boundary set

by Ci. We an identify three possible orrespondene ases

for the struturing elements of the two aligned sets, that

are desribed by the following equations :

If Xi;m 2 Ci ^Xi+1;m 62 Ci+1

then do Xi;m �B1

If Xi;m 2 Ci ^ 9 X

i+1;m

then do Xi;m 	B1

(1)

If Xi;m 2 Ci ^Xi+1;m 2 Ci+1

then do no hange
(2)

where � represents dilation, 	 denotes erosion and B1 is

the struturing element for the set Xi. Inluding all these

loal hanges we de�ne the following morphing transforma-

tion applied on both sets Xi, Xi+1 :

f(XijXi+1; B1) = [(Xi 	B1)S
((Xi

T
Xi+1)�B1)℄T

(Xi

S
Xi+1)

(3)

The morphing operation is applied iteratively onto the

sets resulting from the previous morphing. The suession

of these operations reates new sets starting from the two

initial extreme points . The interpolation operation is ap-

plied to all pairs of slies that form a 3-D volume.

III. Drilling Simulation Algorithm

After reonstruting the 3-D objet as mentioned in

Setion II, may be simulated drilling operation onto this

objet. The drilling of the 3-D volume proeeds along a

ertain diretion. If we have a spherial oordinate system

then the drilling diretion is given by two angles (�; �),

where � is the angle between the drilling diretion and the

image plane (x,y) and � is the angle between the proje-

tion of the drilling diretion on the image plane and the

horizontal axis x. The drilling of a volume V produes a

drilled volume, denoted as V 0, and an be presented as a

suession of erosions:

V 0 = V (x; y; z)	B(3) (4)

where B(3) is the volumetri struturing element and

(x; y; z) the point where drilling is applied. By keeping

a log of the tooth's parts that have been removed, one an

easily implement the undo ation.

In onlusion the simulation of the drilling or undo a-

tion is ahieved by suessively eroding or adding 3 - di-

mensional struturing elements from or on the volume re-

spetively, in a ertain diretion. The drilling diretion is

given by the following equations:

x(i) = x(i� 1)� d os(�) os(�)

y(i) = y(i� 1)� d os(�) sin(�)

z(i) = z(i� 1)� dsin(�)

(5)

where " � " orresponds to the drilling - eroding ation,

" + " orresponds to the undo - adding ation, d is the

width of the drilling element in the diretion of the drilling,

and (x(0); y(0); z(0)) the oordinates of the starting drilling

point.

a b



Fig. 1. The three types of bur tools that are used. (a) Cylinder-
Conial Tool. (b) Cylindrial Tool. () Spherial Tool.

The volumetri erosion element B3 is implemented us-

ing three basi shapes: spherial, ylindrial and ylinder-

onial, as an be seen in Figure 1. The region of the vol-

ume V , where drilling was applied, is assigned the value of

the bakground. So, for the ase of the spherial element,

we have at the j-th iteration:

(x; y; z) 2 V 0;

(x� xIM )2 + (y � yIM )2 + (z � z(j))2 <

d2 2 V 0

(6)

where d is the radius of the spherial erosion element, V 0

the bakground and (xIM ; yIM ) the oordinates on the im-

age where the erosion takes plae. In exatly the same

way we an de�ne the erosion proedure with a ylindri-

al and ylinder-onial struturing element. Results of

drilling simulation an be seen in Figure 2.

IV. Virtual Sulpturing

The virtual drilling algorithm presented in Setion III

has been extended to be part of a virtual sulpturing ap-



Fig. 2. Di�erent views of a maxillary inisor after drilling.

pliation. Many e�orts have been made in this �eld either

based on a surfae or volumetri models for the 3 - D rep-

resentation and the interative omputer editing [5℄, [6℄,

[7℄, [8℄, [9℄. Although, surfae models have the advantage

of a realisti 3- D representation of an objet, with a low

ost in storage and omputer overhead, there are omplia-

tions applying interative editing on suh models beause

of the nature of the surfae, as the interior of the objet is

left hollow and information exists only around an in�nitely

thin skin on the exterior of this objet. On the other hand,

volume models have the advantage that they desribe ex-

pliitly three dimensional objet through an axis - aligned

grid of voxels, sari�ing matters as resolution and needs

in memory and storage. But the fat that within this ap-

proah a model is treated as a solid, �lled objet in spae

makes modeling tasks, suh as sulpturing, muh easier in

the usage than that of surfae models. Volumetri sulp-

turing was initially introdued in [7℄. In this system a user

ould move a tool in 3D spae and loally edit the volu-

metri information. Volume sulpturing was signi�antly

extended with the usage of spei� hapti devies as those

proposed in [10℄, [11℄. Common harateristi of all meth-

ods is the usage of a spei� input devie like haptis.

Our drilling - sulpturing algorithm follows the volumet-

ri approah but without using any spei�/dediated in-

put devie. The sulpturing operation is ahieved with only

the usage of the mouse, a devie that exists on any om-

puter, and with real interative response times. As in the

tooth drilling appliation, volume rendering is loally in the

region where the virtual hisel tool is applied and only the

rotation funtion requires rendering of the whole volume.

For instane, our appliation supports two types of hisel

tools, a spherial and a ylindrial, and also two types of

objets, ube and sphere, where sulpturing an be applied.

The user an determine both the dimensions of the hisel

and the size of the 3 - D objet, and after an proeed with

the 3 - D sulpturing operation whose funtion is the same

as in tooth drilling. Saving, undo and redo are apabilities

that o�ered as servies of a user - friendly interfae taking

under onsideration that a sulptor has similar needs with

these of a dentist. In Figure 3 we an see the Virtual sulp-

tor's menu where in Figure 4 it is presented the ubi and

spherial 3 - D objet where sulpturing an be applied.

Fig. 3. The sulp menu.

a

b

Fig. 4. The 3-D sulpturing objets.(a) The Cube objet. (b) The
Sphere objet.

V. Conlusions

We have proposed an algorithm for drilling 3-D ob-

jets reonstruted from a set of slies using an interme-

diate interpolation step. Interpolation is performed using

a morphologial shape-based approah. Virtual drilling is

simulated by a suession of erosions, and inludes apa-

bilities suh as rotation, undo and stereo display. The pro-

posed algorithms are applied on 3-D teeth models, where

three di�erent erosion elements are onsidered as bur tools:

spherial, ylindrial and ylinder-onial. We have also

extended the algorithm to onsider virtual sulpturing ap-

pliation. Further improvements an be done in the �eld

of a more user - friendliness interfae.
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